Facilities Committee Meeting – 3/3/22

Attendance: Shawn Russell, Georgia Campbell, Seth Laliberte, Roxanne Tanner, Jeff LaRochelle, Deb Ladd, Sheila Raymond,

1. Updates on

Middle school science room renovation bids:

We have a plan drawn-up with cabinets and a work station for her to work from. We can install an eye wash station pretty reasonable. Work will start in the summer. The vendor will come in to install the cabinets. The bid document is ready and can go out tomorrow. The Smart Board projector is going to be moved and Pro AV will come in to move it for about $550.00.

Outdoor classroom:

All four bents are up. Waiting for some staging to be put up tonight.

Storage room cleanout-thanks to Wendy, Jeff, Tony:

Records have been cleaned out that dates back to 1934. Thank you to you all for taking this on. Thirty-two boxes were shredded by a company we hire that comes up once a month.

Quote to replace carpet in portable classroom:

We are still waiting for a quote and should have that soon.

Library shelving:

No updates. Abby is working on this and hopefully I will have some more information at the next meeting.

Siemens key card quotes:

Siemens came to do a walk through to see what we could benefit from. They gave us a quote for $32,293.90 for a key card system. This is way out of our price range.

Other:

Chris-solar panels:

Will get an update at the next meeting from Chris.
Camera:

One camera is being moved from the gym to the hallway in the elementary wing by the elementary bathrooms.

Outdoor Wifi:

We have some information coming in soon.